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This morning, members of the NPS School
Parliament presented an assembly on
BREXIT explaining how on 23 June 2016,
UK adults made a historic decision where
they voted for the UK to leave a group of
countries called the European Union.
Councillor Amar Randhawa (4SN) went on
to explain how at the moment, UK and EU
politicians are making all the final
arrangements for Brexit to happen, as
there is lots to sort out.
The day continued with NPS students
learning why the EU was originally
created and Councillor Harman Vigg
(5JR) shared that he “Liked learning
which countries make up the EU.”

Our assembly continued with Councillor Ria
Khilnani (4DP) going on to exclaim that no
country has ever left the EU before, so
this is a significant moment in European
history.
A very well done to all
members of the NPS
School Parliament for
their
outstanding
performance in the
assembly!

Continue reading to discover how the
NPS student counsillors voted.
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Throughout this day, the NPS
councillors have looked at propaganda
to understand the reasons why the UK
should leave or remain in the EU.
Councillor
Mannat
Singh
(5NK)
mentioned how she enjoyed “Learning
about BREXIT and the changes that
could happen.”
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Each NPS Councillor was given the
opportunity to cast their vote which
was the highlight of the day for many
of the students.
Once all ballot boxes
were full of the
confidential votes,
the members of the
NPS
School
Parliament counted
up the votes.
The results were undeniable;
19% of NPS students wanted to leave
where as 81% of students would like to
remain in the EU.

The afternoon proceeded with all NPS
Councillors
taking
part
in
a
referendum to see how the students
feel about BREXIT. Many students
enjoyed the chance to write a speech
and speak confidently as they took
part in the parliamentary session.

For more information on this day, speak
to
your
Honourable
Madam
or
Honourable Gentleman!

